
the Word of God. From this fact follows the necessity to live and to
help others live according to the Christian spirit, according to the max-
ims of the Gospel. Holy Scripture is the ultimate rule for the life of the
Brother and of his students. But this announcing of the Gospel is not
reduced to practices and prescriptions. It is not, for example, reduced
to teaching catechism. The obligation to teach secular subjects is in-
separable from the obligation to teach and instruct the students in the
Christian spirit. Nor does announcing the Gospel consist only in giv-
ing good example or even in searching to give an explicit witness.
Rather, it means that the Brother must become incarnate, that is, take
on the flesh-and-blood reality of the students’ life in an affective and
effective manner, walk around in their shoes, and unite his own his-
tory to that of his students, to the whole history of salvation, and to
the mystery of Christ.

Finally, as a person of hope, the Brother never settles down. In
the midst of all this process of growth, he constantly keeps his eyes
focused on the eschatological joy that is yet to be revealed.

THE ROLE OF HOLY SCRIPTURE

Holy Scripture is the foundation and the substance of Meditations for
the Time of Retreat; however, De La Salle did not restrict himself to us-
ing the Scriptures as an authority to prove something. This writer’s in-
vestigation of De La Salle’s recourse to the Scriptures in the meditations
has shown that his approach is entirely foreign to a simplistic under-
standing of the Scriptures. Here we examine only the principal con-
clusions of that study.

Point of Departure
The point of departure of Meditations for the Time of Retreat—if

it is necessary to speak in these terms—is not from Holy Scripture on
one side and from life on the other. De La Salle is meditating on the
history that he lived with his Brothers as they realized together a com-
mon project that united them: to conduct the Christian Schools, to res-
cue the poor from their miserable condition, and to help them enter
meaningfully into the history of the world and of salvation. This is
where the role of Holy Scripture must be placed.

In the light of Holy Scripture, De La Salle understands and invites
his Brothers also to understand this history of the Society as the histo-
ry of a faithful God, who began everything, who brings his saving
plan to reality every day, and who will faithfully bring it to a success-
ful conclusion at the return of Christ.
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In this connection the first and the last quotations from the Scrip-
tures in Meditations for the Time of Retreat are very significant. The
first quotation speaks of the saving will of the God of creation for all
men and women (1 Tim 2:4). The last quotation presents the reward
of the Brother (Apoc 22:14). These two quotations show, to a certain
extent even in their literal meaning, that the Founder’s thought is
moving in the living plan of the history of salvation, from the original
call of humanity up to the final completion of universal salvation
through Jesus Christ in the heavenly Jerusalem.

Three Types of Citation
It must be emphasized that for De La Salle, the Gospel, which he

so often cites, is not a dead book but the good news of the present
and living action of the Spirit of God, made visible in the action and
the interacting relationships of teachers and students. The Founder
quotes the Scriptures to refer the Brothers and their students to the
transcendent totality of the history of salvation, to root them existen-
tially, and to call them to live the Gospel in their life. Recent research
helps to understand better how De La Salle used Holy Scripture.

A study of all the New Testament references in the meditations
shows that the introductory formulas of these citations, as well as their
meaning in the thought of the Founder, allow a classification of his re-
course to the Scriptures into three categories:

Sometimes De La Salle cites the Scriptures as a profession of faith.
This is not some proof derived from Holy Scripture as an authority. It
is not an abstract, timeless truth. In these citations the Founder is
reading a fact of ecclesial life today that has been part of the reality of
the Brothers’ life within the full history of God’s plan. The reference is
intended to break through the limits of space and time as they are
lived by the Brothers or, better still, to open the eyes of his disciples,
so that they can see what is at play in their humble tasks: the realiza-
tion of the plan of God. But this openness to the transcendent aspect
of their life, far from making them escape from the hard facts of life,
drives them to be even more practical and more fundamental in their
commitments, because what is at play has an historical and eschato-
logical meaning that is totally beyond any superficial understanding.

Sometimes De La Salle alludes to apostolic times. It is not be-
cause he wants to reconstruct them in some archeological fashion.
These citations can be called citations of remembrance (mémoire), be-
cause he is reading the today of the Brothers in a remembrance of the
fidelity of God, who has acted powerfully in his own history and con-
tinues to do so here and now in the concrete commitments of the
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Brothers. These citations open up the historical-eschatological-
sacramental dimension of life in harmony with apostolic times, and
they invite the Brothers to become more and more rooted in this his-
tory, to see in themselves more and more clearly the action of the liv-
ing Spirit of Jesus Christ.

More often, the Scriptures are cited without any formula of intro-
duction and directly in reference to the Brothers. In these citations the
Founder places the entire life of the Brothers under the judgment of
the Word of God, not to crush them into being afraid but to invite
them to renew within themselves ceaselessly the vitality of their faith
and zeal, to evaluate their activities, and to verify the authenticity of
their educational relationships in the light of the Gospel. These cita-
tions can be called the citations of the call.

This threefold manner of citing the Scriptures leads us to avoid
any expression such as “De La Salle uses Holy Scripture.” He does not
use it for a rhetorical purpose, to apply some definitions to the oblig-
ations of the Brothers, or even to prove the value of their state of life
or the meaning of the purpose of their Institute. In one sense Holy
Scripture does not come to him from outside, but the words he cites
come from a gut level, from the lived reality of the life he has lived
and that he has contemplated in the light of faith.

The Pauline Synthesis
One final observation is the place of the great Pauline synthesis

on the Mystery of God and on the work of the ministry. The passage
of 1 Corinthians 3:9–10 constitutes a pivotal thought in Meditations for
the Time of Retreat. It is the work of God to which the Brother con-
tributes, according to the gift that is given to him, the grace with
which God endows him. Without trying to see in De La Salle a fore-
runner of modern exegesis, we can still be struck by the fact that the
Founder has intuitively followed the theological itinerary of Saint Paul
and, in particular, the progressive development of his reflection on the
mystery of the wisdom of God, from the time of the first syntheses in
1 Thessalonians and 1 Corinthians up to the later syntheses in the
epistles to the Colossians and to the Ephesians.

Especially in the first six meditations, the Pauline theme of both
epistles to the Corinthians is often amplified by citations from the
epistles to the Colossians and to the Ephesians and declared directly
in reference to the Brothers. Far from diminishing the important role
of the religious experience of the Brothers, this transcendent enlarge-
ment of the meaning of their work as the work of God serves only to
heighten the value of the identity and the purpose of their ministry.
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In the second six meditations, especially in the seventh, it is strik-
ing that De La Salle recalls the apostolic experience of the First Epis-
tle to the Corinthians and the Epistle to the Galatians and understands
this experience in the light of the correct apostolic theme as devel-
oped in the later synthesis of the Epistle to the Ephesians. Even more
than in the first six meditations, the historical-eschatological dimension
implied in these later meditations invites the Brother to look at all his-
tory from a profoundly religious point of view and to see himself as a
man seized by God’s Spirit and endowed with a charism that drives
him with zeal for the new covenant between God and humanity. As
Jesus Christ became the bridegroom of his Church and gave his life
out of love, so the Brother gives himself totally to the welfare of chil-
dren and is ready to lay down his life for the sake of those in his care.

Finally, in the last four meditations, whose dominant theme is the
eschatological joy of the judgment, it is not surprising to find that the
citations of remembrance, referring to the apostolic experience of the
epistles to the Corinthians, are read at the same time in the light of the
later synthesis of the First Epistle to the Ephesians and the earlier syn-
thesis of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, which we know has a
strong emphasis on the eschatological theme. In these meditations, far
from turning the Brothers in upon themselves or in upon their institu-
tions, De La Salle calls upon them to be serious about God’s prophet-
ic judgment and to evaluate constantly their life and their activities.

3. Meditations and the Brothers Today

These meditations were originally concerned with the heart of the ex-
periences of the first Brothers, but the cultural context of these expe-
riences has changed radically. We must, therefore, ask ourselves
whether the meditations have anything to say to us today. It is clearly
not true that they are in their entirety timeless, good for all times and
in all their details. In no way can they have some magical way of
speaking to all of our experiences today. Here we point out some of
their limitations, so that understood in that light, they can be read
with greater profit.

Limitation of Language
It is quite evident that these meditations are rooted in a particular

cultural milieu. The direct influence of a similar work by Giry, the use
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